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School Improvement Plan 

2022-2023 

Section 1:  District Data 
1. Building: Northwood Elementary 2. Plan Date: Fall 2022

3. Principals: Michelle Zimnisky and Myra Josey 4. District Enrollment: 23, 330

5. F/R Percentage: 36% 6. Special Education Percentage: 8%

7. Multilingual Percentage: 17% 8. Grade Span: KA-5 (with some 6th graders in QUEST and Support
Center) 

Section 2: School Leadership Team Members 
Parent-Community Partners 

Please list by (Name, Title/Role & Signatures) 

Assurance: This plan has been developed with the involvement of the school community to be served, 
and the individuals who carry it out, including teachers, administrators, other staff, and parents.  

• Michelle Zimnisky, Principal, Facilitator
• Myra Josey, Assistant Principal
• Lori Davis, Kindergarten Rep
• Johanna Suess-Swanstrom, First Grade Rep (shared)
• Lisa Robertson, First Grade Rep (shared)
• Shelley Lagergren, Second Grade Rep
• Bobbi McGinnis, Third Grade Rep (shared)
• Krissa Cardwell, Third Grade Rep (shared)

• Tania Simons, Fourth Grade Rep
• Kelly Newbrey, Fifth Grade Rep
• Veronica Melton, QUEST Rep
• Robyn Kelley, Para Rep
• Martha Peterson, Counselor
• Becky Faccone, LAP
• Tamara Kennedy-ELL Rep
• Joani Rittierodt, Specialists Rep
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Section 2: School Leadership Team Members 
Parent-Community Partners 

Please list by (Name, Title/Role & Signatures) 

Assurance: This plan has been developed with the involvement of the school community to be served, 
and the individuals who carry it out, including teachers, administrators, other staff, and parents.  

• Jenn Doerr, SEL TOSA

Section 3: Vision Statement
We will be working as a team with our community partners to create a new and updated vision statement this year. 

Our mission statement is a student-centered chant around learning, growing, and working hard. We would like to create a professional version 
this year as well.  

The Professional Learning Community authors recommend a simple statement such as our mission is “high levels of learning for ALL” which 
encompasses all other aspects that lead to learning. We might consider a short addition about our priority around the sense of belonging.  
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Section 4: Culture of Equity Description/Statement 
Our students, collectively and individually, are the center of all we do. 

• We value each student’s individual context, identity, assets, and brilliance as the foundation for their personal and academic success.
• We commit to knowing our students’ identities, as well as their social, emotional, and academic, strengths and needs.
• We apply our knowledge of our students to advocate boldly on their behalf, ensuring a safe, inclusive environment for ALL where a

sense of community, belonging, and continuous growth flourish as a result.
• We honor the rich tapestry of diversity among our students, families, and community by engaging them in sharing their voice as

decision-making partners to actively dismantle systemic barriers, replacing them with policies and practices that ensure all students have
access to the instruction and support they need to succeed in our schools.

All means ALL at Northwood. 

Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
The purpose of this section is to synthesize the analysis and learning that the building has gleaned from studying the data and other pertinent 
inquiry information. This section serves as a summary to assist the building in identifying strategies, best practices, and goals embedding AVID, 
GLAD, SEL, PBIS, MTSS, Parent Family Engagement, and other activities that constitute the school improvement plan that builds upon the 
strengths to achieve the goals.  

Student Populations 
1. What key takeaways does your school have about how student groups are performing on state (e.g. Washington School Improvement

Framework, SBA) and locally determined indicators (e.g. Star Reading and Math) of learning and teaching success?

In analyzing our Fall 2022 STAR data, it is clear that we have a higher number of students beginning this year in the “intervention” and
“urgent intervention” categories of STAR. Additionally, our 2022 SBA and WCAS data show there are clear gaps between genders and races.
Our boys lag behind our girls in ELA and our girls lag behind our boys in math and science. Our students who identify as Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander have the lowest scores. Our students who identify as white demonstrated higher achievement across all assessments.

A number of students in the intervention and urgent intervention category on STAR this year are new to Northwood (anecdotally). We are
currently looking at the net change overall.
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

2. What are some possible root causes your team has identified? Consider both identification of areas of strength and what it will take to
build strength in other areas.

The gender and race gaps need deeper analysis at this point and possible professional learning.
Additionally, we have an increase of multi-lingual learners who are new to the country, and new students to Northwood.
We have identified a need to analyze data at the team level by the student and by the skill through the PLC and MTSS process. We know that
data-driven PLCs will surface individual student profiles that can lead to individualized plans for success.

3. A central element of quality improvement work is being centered on our learners. Describe a day in a student’s life at your school.
Consider the strengths, challenges, and the relationships that they might possess.

Overall, our students’ day at school centers around working and playing with the students in their own class. Some may intermingle with
students of other classes for pull out groups. All will play with another grade level at recess. Students have a homeroom teacher and some
specialist teachers. They interact regularly with recess staff. The people who know them most closely are those in their class or groups. A
strength and challenge is the amount of time spent with the same people daily. Sometimes this can lead to more disagreements because
comfort levels grow… but along those same lines, knowing others more deeply grows relationships. Some of our students do not speak English
and much of their day may involve feeling lost and/or like they do not understand instruction. We are interested in some action research in
observing students from various demographics for a day to truly see what a “day in the life” of that student looks like.

Educators 
1. Describe the degree to which the school’s vision and the equity statement are reflected in the actual building culture and day to day

activities?

We will spend a future CSIP meeting working on our vision statement. We are continuing to process “the degree to which our school’s…equity
statement [is] reflected in the actual building culture and day to day activities.” In our November CSIP meeting, there was agreement that as
staff we apply the first three bullets of the equity statement well. However, there is a need to engage our families and students as decision
making partners. With our influx of MLLs, we have increased need to communicate effectively with families who do not speak English. There is
also discussion about the language used around dismantling systemic barriers. What are our systemic barriers as a school? How do we
address them? What professional learning do we need to come to agreement and alignment in this area.
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
2. What professional learning and support have you already implemented that is proving to be powerful and effective? What are your

metrics for identifying them as successful?
Last year, we engaged in professional learning and input/processing sessions around creating our Equity Statement. Administrators believed
this was powerful learning and collaboration that brought the full staff’s input into one statement. In reviewing the statement this fall, some
staff who were here last year vocalized having never seen the statement before. We are now revisiting this, our beliefs, and how to keep this
front and center in all we do.

Reviewing the Panorama Survey data last year proved to be an insightful experience. This year, doing so will include action steps.

3. What professional learning and support have you identified that the school’s staff (e.g. administrators, educators, counselors,
paraprofessionals, support staff, etc.) need to strengthen the implementation of evidence-based practices for both teaching and learning,
as well as intervention supports?

Job embedded professional learning is the most effective professional learning around. We will provide sub coverage for every grade level to
work on planning their next CKLA unit and assessments.

Additionally, we will start with voluntary peer observations. According to Hattie’s Visible Learning research, collective teacher efficacy is a
leading practice to positively impact student learning. Therefore, growing our PLT processes will be an integral part of our learning this year.

Systems of Support 
1. Consider the degree to which the school’s system of support is grounded in meeting the behavioral, social-emotional and academic needs

of students: What are the multi-tiered systems of support that are in place (Title I, LAP, ML, SEL, etc.)?

LAP will fill in info about LAP.

Academic Task Force will collaborate with MLL to fill in MLL section (?)

SEL Task Force will collaborate to answer for SEL

Currently, our MLL and LAP programs have program directed assessment/data-based determination for support. Classroom teachers work with 
team for other interventions and may seek guidance from our Northwood Educational Assistance Team for more support.   
Tier 1: All classrooms are ensuring all Second Step lessons are taught to their class. All classes are to be using adopted ELA curriculum and 
focusing on Super Standards.   
Tier 2: Reteaching/pre-teaching and small group instruction for ELA and SEL, including LAP and MLL.   
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Tier 3: NEAT Referral, Intensive small group or 1:1 instruction/intervention, SPED services. 

LAP 
Eligibility requirements include students in grades K-5 who: 

• Score below grade level standard on the STAR Early Literacy and STAR Reading assessment
• Score below grade level standard on the DIBELS 8 assessment
• Score below grade level standard on classroom-based assessment
• Score below grade level standard on SBA

Students who scored a Level 1 on end of the year assessments, are automatically carried over for a” soft start” at the beginning of the 2022-2023 
school year.  Once beginning of the year assessments (DIBLES 8, STAR Reading/Early Lit, SBA, WA Kids, Classroom-based assessments) are 
complete, students who are the highest need may be started in the LAP program. Students will also be able to qualify throughout the year based 
on assessment results and teacher feedback.  LAP will meet with grade level teams every four to six weeks.  

Breakdown of grade level assessments-  
Kindergarten: WA Kids, CKLA, STAR Early Literacy  
First Grade: DIBELS 8, CKLA, STAR Early Literacy  
Second Grade: DIBELS 8, CKLA, STAR Reading  
Third Grade: DIBELS 8, CKLA, STAR Reading  
Fourth Grade: DIBELS 8, CKLA, STAR Reading, SBA 
Fifth Grade: DIBELS 8, CKLA, STAR Reading, SBA  

Use of Data and Curriculum 
• Assessment data will be used to identify specific gaps in student learning to determine what curriculum will be used and what lessons will

be taught (i.e., phonics-based, fluency, comprehension, etc.)
• Diagnostic tools are used to match the identified needs of the students to the most appropriate intervention curriculum materials

available.
• LAP students will be placed in groups with others who share the same needs on specific skills.
• On-going assessments embedded in the intervention curriculum and progress monitoring using DIBELS 8 and STAR reading ensures

optimal student achievement.
• A continuum of curricular options is used, including re-teaching/pre-teaching using district-adopted core curriculum and selecting from

among the district adopted intervention materials (SIPPS, Read Naturally, 6 Minute Solutions, LLI, Corrective Reading, Reading Mastery,
the CKLA series materials, etc.).
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Delivery of LAP Services 
LAP services are supplemental and must not supplant or replace core curriculum.  LAP is considered a Tier II intervention focusing on students 
who are not meeting academic standards as evidenced by state and district assessments.  The goal is to serve approximately 10-15% of 
students.  According to the Menu of Best Practices, “if more than 20% of students are not meeting education expectations, then core instructional 
design and strategies should be re-evaluated”.  Any student who is at benchmark on the SBA, or district screeners such as DIBELS 8 and/or STAR 
are not eligible for services unless all other students who are not at standard are being served.    

MLL- Our MLL staff support 115 students with a possible 10 more additions this year (TBD). Eligibility is determined by parent responses on the
home language survey, followed up by the state assessment, WIDA. Staff supporting Multi-language learners focus on language acquisition. They
do this first through relationship building as their number one priority, followed by supporting students with reading, listening, speaking, and
writing. This fully aligns with our CSIP goals around reading and social-emotional learning.

2. What are the areas of strengths and improvements?

From 21-22 Plan: Strengths: We have a good relationship with our families and community. We have a high number of skilled, passionate,
and compassionate staff at Northwood. We also have a very diverse student population. Our skills and compassion along with our student
diversity are strengths.
Improvements: We have in increasing number of students coming to our school with high numbers of adverse childhood experiences. The
level of trauma and related behavior responses call for more training around SEL for staff and students alike. Additionally clear and
intentional systems of support are needed.

LAP will fill in info about LAP.  

Academic Task Force will collaborate with MLL to fill in MLL section (?) 

SEL Task Force will collaborate to answer for SEL 
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
3. How well do school and community systems interact to assure continuity of supports for students? Provide at least one example.

Task Force Facilitators need to come together to answer this collectively and use accordion model to process with each task force.

From 21-22 Plan: This is an ongoing work in progress. One successful example is our recent food drive which brought in over 3000 pounds
of food which is then available for students in need. Our PTA is another great partnership, supporting classrooms and students with needed
supplies to support both academics and SEL.

4. What areas have you identified as areas of the strength and where do you hope to strengthen and build further family and community
engagement and partnership(s)?

Task Force Facilitators need to come together to answer this collectively and use accordion model to process with each task force.

From 21-22 Plan: Our diversity is a huge asset. We will be developing a team of advisory parents, called our Roundtable. This will be a cross
section of parents who can serve as a diverse pulse of the community.
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Section 6: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT Please check or share the most meaningful sources of data used in your needs assessment work 
☐ Washington School Improvement Framework
☐ WaKIDS
☐ Smarter Balanced Assessment/Interim Assessment Blocks
☒ Universal Screening
☒ Progress Monitoring Data
☐ Curriculum Based Assessments
☐ Graduation Rate (1 Year, extended, etc.)
☐ Credit Attainment
☐ Student Mobility Data
☒ Discipline Referrals
☐ Suspension/Expulsion Data (i.e. out of school suspensions/in-
school suspensions)
☐ Restraint and Isolation Data
☐ Time out of class (e.g., visits to nurse, counselor, etc.)
☐ Healthy Youth Survey
☐ School Climate data
☒ Panorama Survey
☐ Perceptual Data: (Local/Organization):

☐ English Language Proficiency Data (i.e. ELPA)
☐ Title III Data
☐ Special Education Eligibility/Disproportionality Data
☐ Special Education Placement Data (LRE)
☐ Review of Student Plans (e.g. Written Student Learning
Plans, Individualized Education Plans and/or 504 Plans)
☐ Educator Data (e.g. out of field, retention, School Employee
Evaluation Survey, NBCT, etc.)
☐ Stakeholder Engagement (e.g. focus groups with families)
☐ Community data (e.g. food pantry visits, calls/texts to crisis
centers, hospital visits, homelessness, etc.)
☐ Extra-curricular activities participation
☐ Fiscal and Financial Data
☒ (Other) Attendance Data
☒ (Other) School Based SEL Data
☐ (Other)
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Section 7: PLAN 
IMPROVEMENT PLAN TO SUPPORT SCHOOLWIDE GOALS & STRATEGIES 

Goal/Priority #1 Planning with Data Northwood as a Professional Learning Community: 
The Academic Task Force and Grade Level Teams looked at initial STAR data and determined 
a need for reading improvements across all grades.  
One strategy we are using to address this is growing our grade level professional learning 
team implementation around the four PLC questions:  

1. What do we want students to know and be able to do (essential standards)?
2. How will we know if each student has learned it (tracking each essential standard by

the student by the standard for the grade level).
3. How will we respond when some students do not learn it? Grade level intervention

blocks.
4. How will extend the learning for students who have demonstrated proficiency?

Enrichment/extension/depth.

Attendance: Our Safety Task force will be determining an attendance improvement SMART 
goal. This should positively impact academics over time.  

Sense of Belonging: Our Student/Staff/Family Engagement Task force, and whole school, will 
look at our Panorama data to determine a SMART goal to increase the sense of belonging at 
our school.  

Social-Emotional Learning (SEL): Our SEL Task Force will look at behavior referral and in-
house data for SEL to determine a SMART goal.  

Goal/Priority #2 Improving Instruction Academics: all teachers will grow their skills through weekly PLT collaboration. We will also 
have release time for each team to plan upcoming ELA lessons with district support; this 
planning will reinforce the essential standards and PLT process.  

Attendance: if attendance improves, students get the instruction they need. 
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Section 7: PLAN 
Sense of Belonging: We are looking at professional learning around equitable practices. We 
are continuing and growing our extracurricular opportunities this year, including the 
implementation of Student Equity Advisors.  

SEL: Our SEL TOSA is modeling Zones of Regulation lessons in multiple classrooms. Each 
grade level has a scope and sequence they are following to ensure all Second Step lessons 
are taught consistently in every class. We are growing our use of our consistent use of our 
behavior matrix and flow chart.  

Goal/Priority #3 Closing the Gap/Student Growth We will take the data from all four task forces (Academic, Safety, Engagement, and SEL) and 
determine which students are on all four lists and create a whole child intervention plan for 
those students.  

Teachers and teams will “nest” their team/class goals with school goals. 

Section 8: DO 
8a. Activity 8b. Timeframe for 

Implementation 
8c. Lead(s) 8d. Resources 

A1) PLTs will set norms, regular meeting 
days/times, intervention blocks 

August 2022 Academic Representatives PLC conference norm samples, Forms 
document with dates/times 

A2) PLTs will meet weekly to address the 
four PLC questions and unpack their ELA 
essential standards and 
determine/develop common assessments 
and interventions/enrichment. 

Yearlong Academic Representatives Essential Standards 
Curriculum Repository 
Data 
Learning from PLC Conference 
Learning by Doing (PLC implementation book) 
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Section 8: DO 

A3) Monthly School Improvement 
Mondays (formerly “principal directed 
time”) will be used for Academic, SEL, 
Safety, and Engagement Task Forces. Each 
team will have representation on each 
task force to ensure vertical articulation 
and communication.  

September-June Safety: Myra Josey and 
Robyn Kelley 

Engagement: Joani 
Rittierodt 

SEL: Jenn Doerr and 
Martha Peterson 

Academic: Becky Faccone 
and Michelle Zimnisky 

Our Staff 
Data 
Standards 

A4) Revisit Rubrics for Our Five MTSS 
Focus Areas 

Quarterly Becky Faccone MTSS Rubrics 

A5) “Nest” Class and Team Goals With 
School Goals 

Fall 2022 Michelle Zimnisky and 
Myra Josey 

Goal Setting Forms and Rubrics 

8a. Budget Table 

Funded Expenditure  
(List any activity that will require 
funding outside of your building 

budget. If it helps, you can also list 
your plan for building budget) 

Funding Source Funding Amount 

A1) PLC Conference Principal PD Funds 
Building Budget 
District Support Requested 

$750 
$4000 
$4000 
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8a. Budget Table 

Funded Expenditure  
(List any activity that will require 
funding outside of your building 

budget. If it helps, you can also list 
your plan for building budget) 

Funding Source Funding Amount 

A2) Neural Ed Training Building Budget $1000 

A3) Intervention Tools Requesting District Support 
Building Budget  

TBD 
$500 

A4) Assessment Resources (progress 
monitoring/DIBELS) 

Building Budget but are Requesting District 
Support 

TBD 

A5) Release time (sub coverage) for 
planning CKLA with district support 

Building Budget $6000 


	What were some strengths of the activities for at least one high-priority goal implemented this year?
	What challenges did you encounter this year with implementing activities for at least one high-priority goal?
	What adjustments and modifications need to be made towards at least one high-priority goal and its related activities for the upcoming academic year (SY 2023-2024)?



